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THE THOUGHTS OF
THE CHAIRMAN
Michael J. Wood
Chairman

Welcome to 2022 and I hope that you all had a wonderful Christmas and
New Year. With continued travel restrictions, for the second time running I
and my immediate family stayed in Hong Kong as I suspect many of you did
as well. However, this time around conditions have been much more relaxed,
allowing us to celebrate the festivities in a much more conducive atmosphere.
On that note, we will be having our 2021 25-year Members Cocktail
Reception on Thursday 20th January 2022, to which a number of our even
longer serving members have also been invited. These events, which are
normally held every year, bring home to point that the Club has both a long
and celebrated history, and that so many of our Members stay with us for
such a long time.
I sent out a communication to all Members on Wednesday 24th November
2021 regarding the continuation of hard copies of the Club Magazine and
asking those of you who do not wish to receive it to “opt out”. As of the time
of writing, 78 Members have responded. I do believe that as time passes, we
shall move closer to going online with the magazine, so I would urge everyone
who hasn't responded but are happy not to receive a hard copy to please let
the Club know that you wish to opt out.
Chinese New Year's Eve is on Monday 31st January 2022. As usual, the
Club will close at 5pm that day and be closed all day on Chinese New
Year Day, Tuesday 1st February 2022, reopening at 9am on Wednesday
2nd February 2022. There are also some revised opening hours over
Chinese New Year for the F&B Outlets and Sports facilities; these are noted
on pages 46 and 47 of the magazine. Although slightly early, I would like to
take this opportunity to wish everyone a Happy Lunar New Year and best
wishes for the Year of the Tiger.
Kung Hei Fat Choy!
Michael J. Wood
Chairman

OBITUARY
We were saddened to hear the news of the recent passing of longstanding Member
Anthony White
Our thoughts and prayers go to his family and friends. May he rest in peace.
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The Club maintains a shared Box at the Happy Valley Race
Course which is available for Members to book in advance.

COST
Standard buffet
$630 per head
Admission badge $60 per head

UPGRADE PACKAGE(S) AVAILABLE
Please note that if you choose an upgrade package,
this will then apply to each person under the same booking.
UPGRADE PACKAGE 1

Additional Beverage
incl. selected red and white wines,
imported beers and spirits

extra $110 per head

UPGRADE PACKAGE 2

Half Doz Oyster

extra $170 per head

UPGRADE PACKAGE 3

Assorted Sashimi Platter

extra $160 per head

F&B ARRANGEMENT
The Race Box is provided with a Buffet and unlimited
drinks* which includes:
Soft drinks, mineral water, house beer, orange juice,
tea and coffee
* Beverages are available from 6pm, and
Dinner Buffet is available from 6.30pm to 9.30pm

BOOKING
Booking Forms are available at Reception
and from our website HKFC.com.

FROM THE DESK OF
MARK PAWLEY
Mark Pawley
General Manager

I hope you all had an enjoyable Festive season. From the Club’s perspective,
with social distancing measures a lot more relaxed than the same time
last year, the festive period went extremely well.
In this respect, I am sure there will be many of you looking to get back into
regular exercise after a few weeks of overindulgence. That being the case,
it seems that our Food and Beverage Department have different ideas
given the number of promotions they have put together for the month
of January!
In the Coffee Shop, we have the Neo China themed Buffet every Friday
and Saturday evening throughout the month. The Coffee Shop also has the
Korean style Bibimbap and Ginseng Chicken Soup Promotion available
daily in January. And if you don’t want to sit down to eat in the Coffee Shop,
then we have the ideal Host A Roast Promotion where you can pre-order
either slow-roasted Kurobuta Pork Belly or Welsh style Roasted Leg of
Lamb, and then pick it up on the day and take it home to eat!
In the Restaurant, we have the Cozy up with Casseroles promotion for
the supposed cooler days in January, and in the Chairman’s Bar we have
the Magnificent Mangalica Pork Promotion. Not to be outdone, the
Sportsman’s Bar will have The Curry Station as a “pop-up” at the Front
Patio every Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening in January. And for draft
beer lovers (and this is as a result of the recent Beer Olympics where
members were asked to vote for their favourite beers in the Sportsman’s
Bar), we have freed up 3 taps for new arrivals, Hoegaarden, Leffe Brune
and Kronenbourg 1664 Blanc!
A big well done to the Squash Section for once again organising and
putting on the annual Wing Ding Squash Charity Tournament in November
where almost $400K was raised on the day for Operation Santa Claus.
And a heads-up well in advance, that we will be showing the Super Bowl
on Monday 14th February 2022 “Live” in the Sportsman’s Bar. More
details of timing and how to book this event will follow later in the month.
And from the Management and Staff of the Club, I would like to wish
everyone a Happy Chinese New Year and Best Wishes for the Year of
the Tiger.
Kung Hei Fat Choy!
Mark Pawley
General Manager
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SPORTS

WING
DING

2021

SQUASH

The annual Wing Ding Squash Charity Tournament took place on
Saturday 20th November amid much hype and fanfare, with the aim
of raising over three hundred thousand HK dollars for Operation
Santa Claus (OSC) – a charity jointly run by the South China
Morning Post (SCMP) and Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK).

O

SC has aimed to make a
difference to the community
and beyond since 1988, by
combining the fundraising power
of two of the most respected news
organizations in the city. In doing so,
they bring Christmas cheer to those
less fortunate, from children to the
elderly and across various sectors of the
community who are in need of support.
Wing Ding pays homage to a
gentleman by the name of Wing, who
served Hong Kong squash for many
years at the HK Squash Centre in
Admiralty (no, it’s not named after the
font in MS Word). After his passing, the
tournament was created in his honour
and the banners still bare his photo as a
reminder of his altruistic dedication and
commitment to the sport we all know
and love. Partnering with OSC is a great
way to respect his legacy.
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SQUASH

This year there were 13 teams fighting
it out for glory – whether that be by
sporting prowess, fancy-dress creativity,
or in the magnitude of donations, they
were able to muster up from companies,
friends and colleagues. Teams came
from all over the city and included some
of HKFC’s biggest rivals like the LRC,
Cricket Club, American Club, Yacht
Club, ISRC and USRC.
The format was brutal and personal
bests were raising alarms on fitness
trackers throughout the day. There were
even rumours of 60-hour recovery times
recommended to certain out-of-breath
owners whose arms they adorned.
Possibly just a great excuse to lie by
the pool the following day!
Each team fielded 10 adult players
and 3 juniors, with skill-levels across
the board from world-ranked division
1 players all the way to those where
the drinks are just as important as the
exercise. After the juniors had their
run, the open event kicked off with the
lowest ranked 10th seeds in each team
kicking off proceedings.
Each seed group had thirty-nine
minutes of gruelling non-stop squash
to get through, which doesn’t sound
like much, until you realize it’s non-stop
across the whole Squash Centre, not
just on one court, where time was of the
essence. Three minutes were played on
each court before a horn blast signalled
the competitors to move to the next
predetermined court to face another
three minutes against another opponent.
This repeated for twelve matches, with
a solo on-court sprint added in the
middle for good measure … as if the
players weren’t getting enough of a run
as it is. To add additional excitement,
it was first-come first-serve on court,
so it's a sprint to move between
matches to be alone and start serving,
often catching innocent spectators
unaware. They did quickly learn what
was going on and figured out that the
horn blast meant getting out the way
to let the sweaty players dash past!
On-court play was made even more
challenging and interesting by the outfits
each team selected to wear, with points
awarded for creativity and excess.
Unfortunately, no bonus points were
added for how difficult it was to play
in your chosen outfit. Each team was
assigned a colour, which dictated the

After 9 hours of non-stop action across
all the seed groups, with efficient
operations running in parallel to take
donations, present leader-boards,
keep time and mark matches, the
Squash Centre was filled with exhausted
but satisfied, teams and players …
as well as a few wide-eyed spectators.

theme of the outfit and, as usual, this year
was no exception with no team wanting
to be outdone by another. From Amazon
to Taobao, Pottinger Street to the Ladies
Market – originality and imagination were
the order of the day.
The ancient styles of the Ninjas and
Terracotta Warriors battled it out
against the modern-day flair of the
Power Rangers and Dragon Ball Z,
while the Roman Emperors looked on
from their lofty perches alongside their
trusty monks. Avatars and astronauts,
hoping to play out of this world squash,
negotiated swinging tails and heat stroke,
while the guards and contestants of the
Netflix show, Squid Game, re-enacted
another thrilling, nail-biting tussle.
The pepperoni pizza slices were careful
not to lose any toppings, while the
sailors managed to also somehow keep
their hats from failing. And finally, the
epidemic that has plagued us all – the
coronavirus … Our Section Chairman,
Director of Squash and their team
sported sexy purple tights and full
coronavirus suits, complete even with
matching show laces.

The event concluded with the eagerly
anticipated announcement of the victors
HKCC Premier Select (AKA Avatars);
awarding of the wooden spoon to SJP
Spankers for raising the most money
out of all teams, and to the winners of
the silent auction and lucky draws where
generous donors had put up great
prizes like junk boat trips, photography
classes and signed prints, along with
a whole host of drinks and dining prizes
and vouchers, sporting equipment
and experiences.
While the teams were celebrating
their feats of athletic endurance and
skill, there was an occasion to raise
another toast – far exceeding the goal
of funds raised, with a new recent
record total of almost HKD $400k! An
absolutely fantastic achievement and
one which the OSC beneficiaries will
be very appreciative as we get into the
festive season. A massive thank you
must go out to all the corporate team
sponsors of this year’s event too – Hill
Dickinson Hong Kong, St James’s
Place Foundation, Maven Investment
Partners, First Sentier Investors,
Latham & Watkins LLP, and HKEX.
We would be remiss not to raise our
glasses and toast to the many individual
donors who accounted for roughly
$300K of the $400K raised!
All the teams and OSC would like to
thank the organisers, David Murray
and Steve Gollop and the Wing
Ding Committee, the HKFC Squash
Committee, team convenors, as
well as all their generous volunteers
in putting together another fantastic
tournament! A big thank you to the Club
is also in order for helping us stage such
an incredible event each year.
A last but certainly not least word of
thanks must go to the OSC who provide
significant support for our event and for
running a charity we couldn’t be prouder
to support.
Brad Scheepers
JANUARY 2022
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SPORTS

SOCCER

HKFC

KICK-START
SEASON
IN THE HONG KONG
PREMIER LEAGUE
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HKFC are back in the Premier
League for the 2021/22 season.
After four years in the 1st
Division, winning two of the last
four seasons undefeated, HKFC
have now officially re-joined the
fully professional, top football
league in Hong Kong. This article
asks Soccer Section Chairman
Robert Bacon on how they got
there, the plans for the future and
how they have started.

SOCCER
Why is HKFC moving up and how did
this come about?
“The team has been incredibly dominant
on the pitch in the 1st Division and the
group earned the right to compete and
test themselves at the highest level.
We reached out to the HKFA, initially
about promotion for the 22-23 season
as the administrative and recruiting
process usually takes over six months to
prepare. However, the HKFA invited us
to play this season and we managed to
secure several exemptions that made it
possible to make the jump immediately.
The hastily arranged PL sub-committee
only received the invitation at the end of
July and did an incredible job to come to
an agreement with the HKFA and called
and passed a Section-EGM in only
four-weeks! The Section was impressed
with the work and passed the motion
unanimously.”
What is different this time?
“The exemptions are the major
difference. The two major exemptions
received were (i) the option of no
relegation for three seasons; (ii) an
exemption from the onerous ‘local
player rule‘ (that requires all payers to
be Hong Kong passport holders, except
for 6 non-local players). The team only
requires three local players on the
pitch at all times for the first season
and there is a transition agreement for
forthcoming seasons. This allowed the
existing group of members to all go up
and compete as a team without too
many additions. The Sapling Cup now
requires three local players U23 on the
pitch at all times, which is difficult for the
Club to fulfil. COVID has impacted the
league and there are only eight teams
competing this season.”

“We are working hard in training and want to be
competitive in the Premier League for the coming seasons;
it may take a little bit of time to match the pace and
physicality of the professional opposition, but we are
confident that we will get there. We are also privileged that
HKFC already has very loyal support from its membership
and we look forward to hosting some great matches at 3
Sports Road.” – Tony Hamilton-Bram, HKFC 1st Team Manager

What are the objectives this season
and for the future?
“This season will be a transition year.
It is a great opportunity for the existing
playing members to play at the highest
level in Hong Kong football. The team
and the Section will be working hard to
catch up, and to develop and implement
systems of support in place around
fitness, honorariums, match-analysis,
scouting and recruitment to help the
players bridge the amateur-professional
gap. In the boardroom, it’s a difficult
time in the sponsorship field but we
are working hard to develop additional
income and revenue streams. Ultimately,
the exemptions allow us time to
transition, and we will look to leverage
HKFC’s existing football eco-system
to support the team and if successful,
we have a chance of transitioning and
sustaining a competitive team in the
Premier League.”
How has the season started?
“HKFC’s season has started with
some tough matches and close calls
in both the Sapling Cup and Premier
League competitions, serving as a stark
reminder of the difference from Division
One and their current competition at this
promoted level.
As things stand at the time of writing

(1st December), HKFC are sitting 5th
in the Premier League, having secured
their first point from their first three PL
games, scoring a respectable total
of four goals. Despite not recording
any wins so far, there have been a lot
of positives from the matches played
and it’s a solid base to build on for the
remainder of the season in 2022.”

“We have also been building
a youth pathway for more than a decade
and there is plenty of talent in the
pipeline. This is a great opportunity to
compete in the Premier League and we
are confident that we can add to the
success of Hong Kong Football Club and
it’s 135 year history.”
– Robert Bacon,
HKFC Soccer Section Chairman

Look out for the HKFC 1st Team fixtures
in 2022, especially the Home Games,
and come down to support the team.
We want the whole Club to get behind
our boys and give HKFC the atmosphere
to create some memorable wins in the
second half of the 2021/22 season.
JANUARY 2022
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SWIMMING AND TRIATHLON

A
CIRCUMNAVIGATION
SWIM IN GUINNESS BOOK OF

Alex, first left, and his swim team at the start in Sandy Bay

WORLD RECORDS

A

lex Fong and Edmund Wan of
the Society led 60 swimmers
from St. Joseph’s College,
including teachers and alumni, on the
45-kilometre around-the-island swim
to raise more than HK$15 million in
funds for school redevelopment and
sponsoring children from low-income
families, and children with special
needs to learn swimming and other
water sports.
A total of 10 relay teams including 6
swimmers each took on this challenge
and secured a record in the Guinness

Edmund, second right, together with relay team
from the Green & White Swimathon Committee

Book of Records for the Fastest
Circumnavigation Swim.
Each relay team member swam a fastpaced 40min before the next swimmer
took over. The fastest team completed
the swim around HK Island in 8 hours
and 30 minutes. All 10 teams completed
the circumnavigation in sub 12 hours.
Alex Fong remains the fastest swimmer
to swim solo in a record time of 10
hours and 43 minutes.
10
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Edmund leads his team out
of the Victoria Harbour

SWIMMING AND TRIATHLON

HKFC
SWIM GALA
2021

A FUN DAY OUT
AT THE CLUB POOL
FOR KIDS AND FAMILIES
The Swim Gala for adults and children
was held on 7th November at the Club
pool. The gala started with swimming
races for all age groups. With an
overwhelming participation from HKFC
members and families the gala was a
lot of fun. Swim races for tiny tots and
youth saw a very high participation and
friendly competition as well.

JANUARY 2022
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SWIMMING AND TRIATHLON
The Swimming and Triathlon
Society met with couple of
the month Jessica and Adrian
McCarroll. When these two sweet
hearts are not drinking wine, they
are biking, running, swimming,
playing rugby, sailing or skiing.
There is not a single day of the
year when they rest their athletic
bodies. Jessica was Captain of
the HKFC Swimming and Triathlon
Society from 2015 to 2020. Adrian
was co-founder and coach at Sai
Kung Stingrays from 2006 to 2012.

COUPLE OF THE MONTH

JESSICA AND
ADRIAN MCCARROLL
How long have you lived in HK?
“31 years. We both arrived within a
week of each other from opposite sides
of the World.”

the Peak in the afternoon. At the
weekend, we can train together and
typically there will be a trail run, some
road cycling and/or an ocean swim.”

When and where did you 2 meet?
“In a bar. October 1990 in Graffiti in Lan
Kwai Fong.”

You are both experienced triathletes.
Who is the best swimmer / biker /
runner?
“Jessica is by far the better swimmer. I
tend to be faster on the bike and we are
both fairly middle of the road in the run.”

Were you already hooked to sports
before you met?
“Sport has always been a key pillar
of our lives. Jessica has swum
competitively since she was 7 and
added soccer during middle school.
My main sport was rugby which I played
throughout my school years and on
through university and for my first year
here for the Football Club. We both
took to mountain biking and trail running
in Hong Kong which led to triathlon and
open water swimming in the early 2010s
and most recently to swim/run.”
What’s your typical weekly training
routine?
“We each have different fitness routines
due mainly to work. I manage group
swim training at the Football Club two
or three mornings during the week
along with a couple of morning runs
around the infield at Happy Valley.
Jessica can usually join one or two
of the morning swim sessions and
supplements these with running around
12
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What drives you to do so much sport?
Adrenaline? Stay fit? Explore nature?
All of the above?
“Definitely all of the above but I would
add camaraderie and diversification in
one’s daily routine along with the sense
of achievement it engenders. A day with
no sport tends to be flat.”
What’s your favourite sport and why?
“Hands down it is skiing for both of us.
A day on the mountain is the ultimate
workout and being able to enjoy it with
family and friends makes it extra special.”
How did you get your kids to follow
your sportive lifestyle?
“You may be best asking them, but I think
that when you grow up in a family where
both parents cherish sport and a love of
the great outdoors, it rubs off on you. ”
When did you join the HKFC?
“We joined in 2014 when Jessica was

Whole family (Jessica, Alex, Adrian
and Zac) completed the 2018
Jonkoping Half Ironman in Sweden.

selected as a Sports Preferred Member.”
What has sports taught you?
“Not intending to roll out any cliches but
once sport and fitness become intrinsic
in your way of life, it can transform
your sense of wellbeing. It is really hard
work to get out there on a regular basis,
but it does get easier the more you do
it. An additional driver is that it is a great
way to meet like-minded people and
ultimately make new friends.”
L: Jessica at the International Phuket Triathlon
(3rd in her age group-2018)
R: Adrian finishing Ironman Canada 2016
(3.8km swim, 180km bike, 42km run)

SWIMMING AND TRIATHLON

What are your most remarkable
achievements in sports?
Jessica
Qualifying for and competing in the 50m Freestyle,
the 200m Free Relay and the Freestyle leg in the
Medley Relay at the Junior Olympics in Santa Clara,
California in 1977.
US age-group national record holder 50m freestyle
1977.
Winning the 50+ age-group in the Hong Kong Cross
Harbour Race in 2015.
Qualifying for and competing in The Championship
triathlon finals at Samorin, Slovakia in 2017.
Winning an elephant for age-group 3rd place at the
Phuket Triathlon in 2018.
Jessica’s sports: Swimming, Soccer, Hiking, Trail
Running, Triathlon, SwimRun, Sailing.

Sally Gentle finishing her swim to take 1st position on the podium

EMERALD BAY
CLASSIC 2021 RESULTS

E

BC, an open water swimming event, was held on Sunday 14th
November, 2021 at the Victoria Recreation Club, Sai Kung.
The event had two courses of 1.6k and 3.2k. Society
members participated in the event and brought in impressive results.
Congratulations to Sally Gentle, who was the first finisher from the Club
despite getting lost mid-way (the goggles were fogging, she says…).

Event
Adrian
Playing Scottish Schoolboys rugby against England,
Ireland and Wales and touring Zimbabwe with the
Scotland Squad in the 1979-1980 season.
Award for Devoted Service to Hong Kong Mini
Rugby from HKRFU for the 2009-2010 season.
Finishing the Ironman Canada in 2016.
Qualifying for and competing in The Championship
triathlon finals at Samorin, Slovakia in 2017.

Group

AG Position

Swimmer

M 50-59

6th

Rupert Puels

M 40-49

3rd

Lachlan Wolfers

1st

Sally Gentle

2nd

Catherine Sen

4th

Begum Demiral

3.2k
F 40-49

Winning an elephant for age-group 3rd place at the
Phuket Triathlon in 2018.
Adrian’s sports: Cycling, Hiking, Trail Running,
Swimming, Triathlon, SwimRun, Sailing.

L-R: Lachlan, Sally, Begum, Catherine and Rupert
at the Emerald Bay Classic 2021
JANUARY 2022
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RUGBY

MESSAGE
FROM
YOUR
CAPTAIN

W

hat an outstanding first half of
the season we’ve had across
the grades! The new imports
have found their stride and made a real
difference to both the Women’s and
Men’s Premiership Teams. At the time
of writing, Club currently sit comfortably
at the top of their league, whilst Ice are
in third place.
With the Women’s National League
1 soon to change into two leagues
(Championship and NL1), Fire have
been fighting hard to stay in the top
end of the league, and are currently
happily sitting in fifth place! Dragon’s,
Scorpion’s, Bull’s and Sequin’s are
once again dominating their leagues
and are undefeated, whilst Select and
Expendables are chugging away in fifth.
The Women's and Men’s Premiership
Teams ran out to a cheering crowd at
the Hong Kong Stadium on the eve of
Halloween. It was a momentous occasion,
and a special memory that both the
players and the crowd will hold on to long
past the stadium move over to Kai Tak.

14
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RUGBY

Off the field there’s lots to report, too!
The season opener, Captain’s Dinner,
was a huge success (even if I do say so
myself). This was closely followed by The
Walton Brunch, which was as always
a memorably forgetful event - although
everyone put in a good shift to drink
the Club dry (especially Gav Boak), our
efforts were in vein… maybe next year!
Niall Rowark has some how weaseled
his way to 100 games with HKFC –
rumours have it he’s the youngest
centurion in history. James Fisher has
finally tied the knot after multiple Covid
postponements. Tommy Issacs, Jevon
Groves and the better McCormickHouston have all welcomed new babies
to the roost – Congratulations!
It’s been absolutely fantastic to see some
semblance of normality creeping back
into our rugby lives this season – training,
playing and socializing without too much
restriction – long may it continue!
Until the next time,
Megan Richardson
Captain, Rugby Section

JANUARY 2022
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MINI RUGBY

MINI FESTIVALS
Late October and November saw
a return to Mini Festivals, with
TigerFest at King’s Park on 31st
October and Sandy Bay Festival
at the Stanley Ho Sports Centre
on 28th November. Given the past
two turbulent seasons, this was
the first opportunity for some of
our younger athletes to participate
against other Clubs in a festive
environment. Below is a selection of
write-ups from across Mini Rugby.
Our Under 12 girls and boys
entered the second rounds of the
Kim Lam Cup and Richard Hawkes
Trophy on 28th November; with the
boys trekking up to Tin Shui Wai
and our girls’ teams gracing the
hallowed turf of Sports Road.

TIGERFEST
UNDER 11S
U11s fielded two squads at TigerFest
(one A and B) seeking competitive and
evenly balanced games. Each team
played three games and all six were a
treat to watch.
Two wins and a draw for the As. In the
first game against Sandy Bay, we showed
greater speed and flexibility to come
away 5-3 winners. Leading the charge
were fabulous twins Genraku and
Taraku Kinoshita, providing excellent
steals and good footwork in attack.
Strong runs from Tomas La Fontaine,
playing up from the Bs, and Jamie
Michel, newly joined from Stingrays,
added to our strength.
We defeated Tigers with a convincing
6-0 win. Elusive running from Hugo
Cubells and Naomi Chan helped make
the win, plus quick distribution from
Quinten Yeung and Luke Holden.
Valley U11s play ‘Joker to our Batman’
– perennial rivals, grudging respect
on-pitch, and good mates off-pitch.
The recent 0-0 draw at the stadium
was followed by a tense 1-1 draw at
TigerFest. Excellent physicality from
Thomas Wood, breakdown skills from
Gus Grewcock and cover tackling form
Daniel Jones kept us in it to the end.

16
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In the last play of the game, a beautiful
spin pass from Taraku Kinoshita put
Ollie Howarth in space for a 30m run to
seal the draw. Well played both teams!
It was a tougher outing for the B's with
three losses, but nonetheless several
positives. Most important being, they
had fun and a number experienced their
first rugby tournament.
The story of the day was gradual and
encouraging growth to find structure.
Jackson Whittaker consistently broke
the line, culminating in a beautiful switch
inside to Len Nakamura who finished
for a long 60 metre try. Outstanding
distribution from Arde Chan helped get
us on the front foot. Real characters
from Cameron Riding and Ryley
Man showed clear communications
to improve the team’s defensive lines.
Another to push the opposition out from
a blind side attack by Kai Cochrane
proved equally decisive.
Excellent line out ball retention from
Ethan Tam and Eugene Hing Yat Hung.
Lots of passion from the team, well done.
If they keep this up as a team, they will
overwhelm their next opponents.
Duncan Grewcock and Shaun Cochran

MINI RUGBY

UNDER 8S
Our Under 8s steamed across Victoria
Harbour and stormed their way into
King’s Park with a series of stylish wins
that left their mark on the TigerFest.
Playing an expansive style of rugby,
our groupings of Lions, Pumas,
Panthers and Tigers showed how much
progress they are making in their fourth
year together.
There were clear improvements in
tackling, holding the defensive line
and making a burst for the try line that
resulted in some intelligent try scoring
that caught our opponents off guard.
At the same time, there are signs of
intuition coming into their play as the
kids start to spray the ball across their
teammates, demonstrating a keener
appreciation for what the game is about.
While there were a couple of losses along
the way, the overall haul of wins shows
that the kids are progressing very well.
Above all, the kids played with big
smiles on their faces, fueled by a hefty
supply of frozen oranges. In these
disruptive times, there can surely be no
better sight than that. A big thank you to
Tigers for being such great hosts.
Enda Curran

SANDY BAY FESTIVAL
UNDER 11S
The FC1 team faced a tough first
encounter against a strong and fast
Stringrays team, but FC1 was fired
from the first whistle, straight away
showing aggression and speed,
both in attack and in the ruck. It didn’t
take long before the intensity became
too much for the Stingrays, when
Daniel Jones ran a great line on the
shoulder to dot down the first try.
FC1 did not turn off the gas and kept
up the intensity for two more scores
to take a deserved win 3-0. Great to
see Jamie Michel getting in on the
action, clearly breaking a smile after
the win over his old teammates.
The second game against rivals
Valley Fort 1 was always going to
be the toughest of the day. Thomas
Wood played a fantastic game,
stealing a number of balls in the line
out and using his boot to open up
the game and attack from behind.
Quentin Yeung, who shared scrum
half duties throughout the day,
directed his forwards and backs
fantastically throughout all four
games, with Genraku Kinoshita
making some fantastic tackles and

as usual leaving nothing behind on
the field. Oliver Howarth was all
action, running hard and straight and
as always quick to the breakdown.
Despite the spirited performance,
Valley came away with a narrow 2-1
win, though in reality the game could
have gone either way.
Next up, an enthusiastic Tigers.
However, it was clear this was going
to be a tough day for them, with
FC1 once again showing incredible
speed and aggression on the ball,
and it wasn’t long before the line
was broken and first try scored.
Hugo Cubells, ‘Mr Twinkle toes’,
showed great pace on the wing to
dot down a couple times, while Will
Foyn, who you wouldn’t have known
was coming back from a broken
ankle, tackled hard throughout the
day and ran half the length to score
his try. Andre Chan was forever
eager, hitting the line over and over
again, and scored a couple of well
deserved tries too. Gus Grewcock
at fly directed traffic throughout the
game, feeding quick ball down the
line and supporting his forwards

JANUARY 2022
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when ball went to ground. Ultimately
FC1 was too strong on the day and took
away a well earned 5-0 win.
Back on the field for their third game
back-to-back, against home team
Sandy Bay 1. Sandy Bay were in a
relentless mood and clearly carried
a little more energy into the game,
having enjoyed breaks between the
games. However this was not going to
stop FC1 showing incredible spirit in
an unbelievable display of defence. At
times Sandy Bay was camped on the 5
yard line for minutes, but Club would not
relent and kept up a fantastic defence.
Taraku Kinoshita, who shared scrum
half duties, ran a few good snipes from
the scrum, setting the team forward
with good vigour, whilst Sam Dore
carried the ball strong throughout, while
Luke Holden's endless enthusiasm
and great communication helped lift
the team when they needed it most.
Naomi Chan had unbelievable stamina
to the very last minute, despite having
done three training sessions through the
day, leaving a number of the opposition
glad the day was over with some hard
tackles and clear out from the ruck. The
game ended 0-0, an incredible show of
determination and grit from our team.
With two wins, a well fought draw, and
a narrow loss, the day was a great
success, and the team should feel
incredibly proud of their achievements.
FC2 had a very successful Sandy Bay
Festival with 2 wins and 2 draws.
The team opened with a hard-fought
victory over Monkey with a diving try
in the closing minutes to Luke getting
them across the line after the scrum of
Cameron, Matthias, Jackson, Isaac

and Shun was dominant and kept us
in the game as things got tight. A great
team effort with some strong passing
from Naiose as scrum half with Ante,
Liam and Len providing strong runs.

UNDER 10S

The next two games saw very tight
draws against Shatin Shapei and Tigers.
The depth in the team was on display
with Tetsuo and Kai performing strongly
when asked to fill the scrum half and fly
half roles, Lucian tackling everything
that moved, and Anish and Arde
providing dash with the ball.

U10’s HKFC4 (played 4; won 3), HKFC
3 (played 4; won 4) and HKFC2 (played
4; won 4). The challenge was set for
HKFC1 “not to let the side down”.

With tackling machine Lucian injured
(not serious) for the last game, the
coaches asked the rest of the team to
fill the void and increase their tackling.
Naiose and Anish led the tackling
charge, with everyone following and also
laying big tackles. The pressure proved
too much for Tai Po as the team finished
with a strong victory as our runners
feasted off the back of the hard work.
Well done to the boys and we look
forward to another strong performance
at the next festival!
Chad Foyn and Karl Holden

Sandy Bay hosted a terrific Festival; it
was great to be in competitive rugby
against our friends.

First game against Valley, it was a
comfortable romp to victory over an
unusually muted Valley.
Second game was a tighter affair
against the DB Pirates, but in the end
HKFC were again victorious.
Third game was Sai Kung Stingrays.
They were a handful, but some excellent
teamwork led to win no. 3.
Then came the undefeated hosts,
Sandy Bay. A tense match, at least for
the coaches, resulted in a close win for
HKFC.
So played 4; won 4.
U10, as a whole: played 16; won 15. A
good day at the office …
Denis Brock
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UNDER 7S
Following on from a series of friendly
matches against Sandy Bay the
previous weekend, three HKFC Under
7 teams returned to HKU Stanley Ho
pitches for the first ever festival that this
age group have experienced.
Despite unprecedented queues to
get into the sports ground (stretching
almost all the way to Cyberport!), which
delayed the start of the festival, Teams
HKFC1 (led by coaches Justin, Matt
and Keita), HKFC2 (led by coaches
Jonathan, Simon S and Simon G),
and HKFC3 (led by coaches Nick, Ben
and Head Coach Chris) all managed to
make it in time for their games.
HKFC1 took a while to warm up, with
losses against Aberdeen Dolphins,
Sham Shui Po and Sandy Bay, albeit
with a slowly decreasing points
difference. However, they put that
behind them for their final game against
USRC Tigers, winning 3-2 to end the
morning on a high.
HKFC2 had more luck, with a clean sheet
of wins in their matches against Monkey,
Tsuen Wan Rhinos, ‘arch rivals’ Valley
Fort, and Aberdeen Dolphins.

HKFC3 had a slow start with a loss in
their first game to Sai Kung Stingrays,
but that was followed by wins against
Sandy Bay and Sham Shui Po. The final
game was a rematch against Sai Kung,
and despite some fast runners from the
Stringrays, the team managed to hold
out for a draw.

managed a quick offload to Jin Shiotani
who dived for the try line before the
opposition had even regrouped; and in
HKFC3, some almost full pitch length
runs and tries from Imogen Hartwright
(vs Sham Shui Po), and by both Peyton
Lee and Raven Yau (in the final match
against Sai Kung Stingrays).

Notable moments that I saw (sorry
HKFC2 for missing most of your
games whilst refereeing!) – In HKFC1,
a breakaway run by Arshiya Chopra
against USRC Tigers, who despite being
tackled less than a metre from the line,

Very proud of our Under 7s in their first
ever tournament – here’s hoping for
more to come!

apiece. The team rounded off its morning
with a stirring eight tries to one victory
over Sai Kung Stingrays, with special
mention to Darcie, who on her return
to competitive rugby action, having
had a break for a couple of years, was
formidable with the ball in hand.

tries against USRC Tigers in their
second game with some lovely offloads
leading to some excellent tries. The third
game saw HKFC initially up against it
versus DB Pirates, who are a physically
strong team, but the girls found a way
to win by three tries to one despite not
being at their fluid best, which is a good
sign for things to come.

Chris Kenyon-Edwards

KIM LAM CUP
UNDER 12 GIRLS
Bright and early on Sunday 28th
November, the HKFC U12 Girls rugby
A and B teams enjoyed another
undefeated morning’s rugby in round 2
of the Kim Lam Cup. Following on from
our highly successful display in round
1 of this year’s competition a couple of
weeks ago at Sandy Bay, the girls once
again showed their superb attitude,
commitment, teamwork and skills in the
six games in total that we played.
The B team, made up of Kez, Edie,
Ella, Darcie, Zoe, Ellen, Maleha,
Sabrina, Megan, Ellie, Ines, and Cara,
performed extremely well in the second
tier of the competition, drawing both of
their opening matches against Flying
Kukris and Sandy Bay 1 by three tries

The A team, made up of Milly, Jem,
Bella, Emily, Iris, Emma, Louise,
Mia, Jess and Romane, are forming
an impressive unit and are capable of
playing some free flowing and exciting
rugby to watch. In their first game,
they came up against a focussed and
committed Valley 1 team, and the match
ended in a thrilling draw, once again, by
three tries apiece. The girls stepped up
their game to score eight unanswered

Huge thanks to all the girls and the
wonderfully supportive coaching team.
We must thank and recognise the
considerable and tireless efforts of
Pete Jastreboff, Chris Caves and
Head Coach Rob Wall, who have
been organising and running the Kim
Lam Cup events so well this year.
JANUARY 2022
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Feedback from other clubs has been
glowing and it is superb to receive such
positive comments such as ‘Thanks
to all involved, especially the HKFC
crew. Some great rugby out there!’,
“Brilliant morning. Thanks all’, ‘Our girls
lost all but one game by a pretty wide
margin but the grins on their faces at
10am said they had a winning morning!
That's what it's all about. See you all
in a couple of weeks.’ ‘What a great
morning. Well done again for a smoothly
run tournament which everyone seemed
to enjoy’ and ‘Thanks so much Pete,
Rob and Chris - another well run
tournament!’ Appreciate all the effort
getting it organised!’ Sterling work from
the Under 12 Girls coaching team!
Chris Caves

RICHARD HAWKES TROPHY
UNDER 12S
Similar to the first round, there were
three divisions and HKFC were the only
club to put a team into each division.
The boys and parents travelled north
with great anticipation of building on our
strong start in the first round.

quickly. Tries from Owen Chow, Xavier
Cox (3), Charlie Charlwood, Callum
Hulme (2), Ben Luvisotto, Andrew
McQuhae, James ‘Jamie’ Donald and
Anthony Wickens secured a resounding
11-0 victory.

HKFC A TEAM

Sandy Bay were next and an early try
from Andrew McQuhae settled the
nerves of the players. Then came the
best try of the day as Callum Hulme
and Oscar Backelandt combined down
the left before being stopped close to
the line, leaving an easy pick up and go
from Andrew McQuhae for his second
try. Noa Lane then ripped the ball out
in the tackle and cantered over for a try.
HKFC were dominating possession and
territory but could not add to the score
and it finished 3-0.

There were only four teams in the Cup
division as Valley dropped down to the
Plate and so each game counted.
First up was USRC – HKFC are normally
slow starters, but the boys were well
up for it and got out of the starting gate

The last game was versus Sai Kung
Stingrays. They were also undefeated on
the day and after a tense 0-0 tie in the
last round, they are the biggest threat in
the competition to HKFC. It was another
tense affair with Sai Kung having largely
the better of the territory, but some
stout defence from HKFC meant they
rarely troubled the try line. As the game
wore on, we started to threaten but
couldn't break them down. Another 0-0
tie meant we edged this round over Sai
20
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Kung on points difference, but the key
rival for this year’s cup is clear to all
the boys.
HKFC B TEAM
HKFC came into this round as the team
to beat in the Plate division following
our 100% record last time out. The
competition would be tough with Valley’s
first team dropping down to this division.
First up was DB Pirates who had some
big units in their team. HKFC more than
matched them physically and used our
pace out wide to seal an impressive
victory to start things off. Tries from
Jimmy Page, Jairo Wong and James
Guest saw us home 3-1.
Next up was our other strong
competition – a well drilled Flying Kukris
team. This was a tougher match and
again the boys were strong enough
to come through with tries from Zach
Chin, Jairo Wong and Riku Takafuku
sealing a 3-2 win.
Next was Sandy Bay and the boys
now had a lot of confidence from two
hard fought wins. Sandy Bay gave
a good account of themselves but
tries from Jairo Wong, Jimmy Page,
Rory Elkins and Zach Chin gave us a
comprehensive 4-0 bonus point victory.

MINI RUGBY

The next game was Shatin Shapei.
The boys started off really strongly and
raced out to a 4-0 lead with tries from
James March, Riku Takafuku, James
Guest and our very own try machine
Jairo Wong. However, the referee
started to ping us for repeated offside
and Shatin Shapei worked their way
back in with two tries and the boys held
on to win 4-2.
Last up was Valley. Always a tough
game and an important one for any
HKFC team to win. There was very little
doubt about the outcome of this one
with Rory Elkins, running roughshod
over the Valley defence to help himself
to 4 tries. This haul was supplemented
by tries from James March, Zach
Chin and Jimmy Page to round off an
impressive 7-0 victory.
After two rounds, HKFC have a 100%
record and are surely the team everyone
is looking to beat.

HKFC C TEAM
The Sevens (C) team were first up
against HATS, an amalgamated team
from 4 rugby clubs. We were slow off
the blocks with an immediate try by
HATS. However, HKFC hit back and
from a loose ruck Sam Lawrenson and
Isaac Seah set up Brayden Cheung
who then scored a try. This fired them
up and the boys continued with 3 more
tries from Brayden Cheung, Isaac
Seah and Ian Chong.
The second match with Monkey was
more one sided. This was the Monkey's
first team. Brayden Cheung continued
his try scoring form from the first game.
This was a 1-8 loss, but a brave effort
from some of our players who only
played rugby for 3 months.

with two tries. The HKFC boys did a
good job with Ian Chong and Isaac
Seah making some tough tackles before
Brayden scored another try. Ian Chong
then picked up a loose ball and scored
another to make it 2-2. However, the Sai
Kung boys then stepped it up, scoring
three more tries in the final minutes to
end with a 2-5 loss for HKFC.
Overall, the C team did a fantastic job
given that they had only one substitute
with Sam Lawrenson as skipper
encouraging all the boys and leading
by example with some amazing tackles
and passes.
Paul McSheaffrey and CY Seah

The last game was against Sai Kung
who we drew with in the last round. Sai
Kung had two players stepping down
from their A team and started strong

JANUARY 2022
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MEN’S

E TEAM
The Es are looking to continue to keep
up the momentum for the coming
season after getting crowned as the
champions of the league in the 20202021 season.
The team welcomes a number of fresh
faces to the line-up. Dai Nosu, Adrian Ho,
Luis Lui and Phil Holmes have joined
to add pace and skill across the midfield

MEN’S

F TEAM
After a championship winning season,
we at the Men's F team found ourselves
with only a handful of players ready and
able to return in September for the new
season as we bade farewell to those
who left HK, retirements and interclub
transfers. We were also waiting for
those stuck in quarantine and with
injuries to return.
Low on numbers, our scouts had to
go far and wide to recruit new talent.
From calling up former comrades and
bartering, to making scouting trips
to Parisian themed bars in LKF. No
mountain was too high and no Valley was
too low for our scouts when it came to
putting together a ragtag title defending
squad for the Club’s “social” team.
Results from pre-season matches were
not ideal, as one would expect from
a new squad just starting to gel and
understand each other’s strengths.
However, the commitment and desire to
22
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improve were evident early
on, with eleven plus F men
heading to the smurf turf every
Thursday come rain or Bank Holiday,
to find out whether practice does in fact
make perfect.
Although, perfection is yet to come, the
time spent is slowly bearing fruit. From
what was supposed to be a rebuilding
year, we are somehow sitting on the

right side of the league
table at the halfway point
of the season. We boast three
forwards, Jaques, Derek and
Seb, in the league top scorers’ list
and not to be out done, through Darren
and the back four’s goal line heroics
we also have one of the best defensive
records in the league… so far.
Of course, the season hasn’t been
completely kind to us as we lost several

HOCKEY

and forward line. We also welcome
back Graham Dove and Conor
O’Donovan, and are hoping to get
Nick Hawkins, Joe Donald, Angus
Emmerson and Martin Kwik back into
the lineup before too long.
This year’s starting lineup is similar
to last year with Jonny Brock and
Matthew Truman up front. Rajat
Mathur, Dan Billig, James O’Shea
and our skipper Tom Hamilton
dominating the midfield. The defence
remains strong with James Billett,
Justin Davidson, Nick Studholme
Wilson and Charlie Poulton as the
back four alongside with Zico Chan
in goal.
The Es started the season strong
with 3 wins in a row. Special mention
to Charlie Poulton’s first goal of the
season against IUHK A. However,
we have been hitting a slump lately
as we drew 3 and lost 2 in the last 5
games and are currently in 4th place.
Hopefully we’ll get back on our feet
and start winning games and finish
strong for the remainder of the season.

LADIES'

A TEAM
In a blink of an eye, we are almost
half way through the season 20212022. This year, the ladies' A team
is captained by Kelsey Zeegers
and Katy Mountain. Simply reading
through the match reports sent out
by these two after every game, there
are so many things to celebrate in just
these 3 months!
First, we are super excited to have
the ‘supermums’, Hannah Wright
and Sophie Forrest, return to the
team. After a year out, they play like
they just took the summer off from
hockey, like the rest of the team, yet
they have come back with the cutest
supporters in the stands! What’s
more, congratulations to Emma
Sturgess (Steve) and our No.1
Supporter James Byers for tying the
knot back home and having their
wedding celebration in Hong Kong in
early October!
With the rest of the team remaining

the same as the previous season, we
have been able to build on what we
have created and go further. A few
pre-season friendly games against the
men's team allowed us to practice
our set plays and set the tone for our
official league games. With a 3-2 win
against Coyotez as our first league
game result, we have played better as
a team game after game ever since
- 6 wins out of 6, with 39 goals and
more to come!
In November, we had a break from
the winter league, so the HKHA
organised a match series for the HK
Women's team in preparation for
the Asian Games qualifiers. Melanie
Miers, Leigh Cumings, Kelsey
Zeegers, Hannah Wright, Emma
Sturgess and Tiffany Chan were
selected to play for the Barbarians
team. Coby Lau represented HK in
the two friendly matches.
Thanks to our coach Steve Rook
(Rookie) for putting his heart into all
the training during the 3-week period
when there were no league games; all
of us have picked up some new skills
and are ready to rock and roll in the
remaining three games in December!

key players through injuries and family
commitments, for whom we wish the
best and hope for a speedy return.
Whether this is going to be a rebuilding
or a title defending year remains to be
seen, but there is still a lot of hockey left
to play and we can’t wait to find out.
Let’s Go!!
Terence Mak
JANUARY 2022
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LAWN BOWLS
WINTER LEAGUE
2021/22
The Triples League commences
in mid-December 2021 and plays
through March 2022, in which 145
Section members have signed up to
form a total of seven Men’s teams
and four Ladies’ teams. We look
forward to playing good games in
another challenging Triples season.
Happy bowling to all!

HKFC BOWLERS
ROCK AT THE
NATIONAL GAMES
This year’s Winter Finals Day, to be
held on 19th December 2021, has no
less than five HKFC teams competing
on the day: the Final of Men’s 2x4x2,
CT Wong and Ken Fong; the Final
of Men’s National Fours, YS Leung,
Warren Cheung, Patrick Choi and
Edmond Chan; the Final of Mixed
Fours, Wilson Kong, Camilia Leung,
Edmond Chan and Edmund Yiu
and an all HKFC Final of Women’s
National Fours, Phyllis Wong, Shirley
Ma, May Poon and Grace Chu
versus Camilla Leung, Phoebe Ho,
Eva Yu and Christina Yeung. And
four HKFC teams are also competing
in the fifth round of the Men’s National
Triples which has the same final date.
Let's cross our fingers and be ready
to cheer for our players!

THE CLUB

MEN
MEN
AND
AND
WOMEN
WOMEN
SINGLES
SINGLES
2021
2021
The competition was successfully
completed on 21st November.
Congratulations to our Champions,
Stephen Sy and Phyllis Wong, and
First Runners-up, Wilson Kong and
Christina Yeung.
Well done!

HK TEAM
E-SQUAD FRIENDLY MATCH
A friendly match was held at 7pm on 29th November at the Outdoor Green
with the HK Team E-squad.

L-R: Kenneth Yiu, Cherry Tsoi,
Dicky Mak, Yunse Ha, Adrian Yau
New Faces from the Hong Kong
Youth Development Team (HKYDT).
A big welcome for joining HKFC.
24
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Intermediate Class commenced on 17th November with a total of 24 Section members.

LAWN BOWLS

HKLBA

DIAMOND
JUBILEE
LAWN BOWLS
TOURNAMENT
The Tournament was held on 7th and
14th November. HKFC bowlers achieved
marvellous results among the 128 teams
in the Tournament. Well done!

Bowl 1st runner up

HKFC-8
Stanley Luk, Shadow Law,
Gerry Yim, Danny Leung
Plate Semi Final

HKFC-12
Heron Lau, Tony Cheung,
Stephen Sy, Esmond Lee
Shield Semi Final

HKFC-3
Kenny Tam, Emmie Wong,
Warren Cheung, Edmond Chan
Cup Quarter Final

HKFC-2
Phyllis Wong, KH Wong,
Matthew Lee, Raphael Chan
Shield Quarter Final

HKFC-9
Marshall To, Johnny Tsang,
Howard Lok, Roxy Ho

JANUARY 2022
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LAWN BOWLS SECTION

END OF SEASON
PARTY 2021

T

he End of Season Party was
held on 28th November for our
bowlers to celebrate our hardearned achievements. We look forward
to a better 2022, particularly in the
coming Triples League!
A big thank you to our working group:
May Lee, Phoebe Ho, Ian Yau,
Christina Yeung and Irene Muk,
whose contributions enabled the End
of Season Party to be so successful.
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NETBALL
U10S NETTA ICICLES
Icicles finished their season with an
excellent record of 10 wins and 2
losses. For many Icicles players, this is
their first competitive netball season,
and it has been a joy to watch their
teamwork, passing, shooting and
intercepting develop over the weeks.

HKNA

AUTUMN
LEAGUE

The final league weekend saw the
welcome return of Coach Queen B,
and the team seeking to come back
from two consecutive losses. Focused
and competitive, Icicles bounced back
to take their final two matches of the
season 7-2 and 7-3. Well played Icicles!
A big thank you to all our coaches
- Adele, Queen B and Queen H!
Icicles, we can’t wait to see you back
on court for the second season!
Jo Charter

FROM THE
CONVENERS

W

e want to congratulate all the
players for their hard work
and dedication to the HKNA
Autumn League. We were very proud
to have 8 out of 9 of our competitive
teams reach their respective finals after
a number of outstanding performances
this season. We would like to thank the
parents for their continued support and
our fabulous coaching team for all that
they do.
Wishing all the best to Caitlyn Harbottle,
Eva Cairns and Stella Palmetto who
leave us this Christmas. All the best in
your future endeavours and we hope to
see you on court some time again in the
future! A big thank you and good luck to
our wonderful Coach, Maeve Young, as
she departs to Australia for University.
You will be sorely missed by the JNA.
Wishing everyone a very happy and
healthy holiday season. See you back
on court in January.
Rebecca Thompson and Mary Vlogianitis
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U12S SNOWSTORMS
After going undefeated, Snowstorms
ended the Autumn season with a big
13-6 win against SKS Penguins to
win our pool! As a completely new
team, I’ve been super impressed by
how the girls have come together
and learned how to work together
over the course of the Autumn
season. We’ve been working hard
at training on set plays, driving to
the ball and hands over defence
without obstructing, and it was
amazing to see all of these skills
in play during the semi-finals and
finals. In our semi-final game against

HKCC Eagles, the girls gave all their
effort for a fantastic 37-4 win. In
both games, we had lovely shooting
from Valerie, Scarlett and Isabella,
beautiful feeds into the circle from
Elsie, Marlee and Pippa, suffocating
defence from Lucy, Kathleen and
Eloisa, and amazing versatility from
Camille who played everything
from GK to WA. It was great to end
the season with gold medals and a
trophy, and we’re looking forward to
the Spring season!
Aqru Chan

NETBALL

U12S BLIZZARDS
Well what a season for the Blizzards!
With a number of the girls being
new to netball, finishing the season
in third spot for the U12 B group
was a fantastic achievement. The
girls really improved throughout the
season resulting in a 7-0 win over
the Sai Kung Sealions for the Bronze
medal. They had been focusing on
fast passes through the centre court
at training which was evident in the
game where they outpaced and
outshot the competition. The great
finish to the season was a little bitter-

sweet as the girls farewelled Evie and
Coach Maeve who are both returning
to Australia.
The team are very much looking forward
to continuing their success with the
Spring season just around the corner.
Deanne Hurley

U12S LIGHTNING
Undefeated all season, Lightning
topped their league and headed into
the finals full of confidence. With a
comfortable 23-4 win over HKCC
Ravens in the semi, Lightning faced
arch rivals SCAA Flare in the final.
With Flare looking for revenge for
their league defeat, Lightning looked
uncharacteristically nervous. A tense
and scrappy game saw Lightning
down 7-5 at halftime with everything
still to play for, but the experienced
(and tall!) Flare stepped up a gear in
the third quarter to lead 14-8, going
into the final quarter. Despite valiant
efforts across the court, the final
score was 19-14.
Lightning should be very proud of
their season and their runner up
medals. With the full squad turning
up every week, the girls have both
played for each other and roared
each other on. A massive thank you
to Coach Rachael for taking them to
the finals. We can’t wait to see more
of that Lightning spirit in the second
season! Go Lightning!
Jo Charter

U14S RAINSTORMS
What a season the Rainstorms
have had - their fair share of storms
for sure.
Wednesday night practice has been
productive every week with passing
a focus and teamwork. Resilience
has been a key this season. Whatever
U14 team they met on the court, the
Rainstorms gave it their all. Getting to
the final this week and playing SCAA
Starts was going to be a tough one.
Once again great attitude from the
team pulled them through and we
only lost by 2 goals. Huge thanks
to coach Maeve who is leaving for
Australia at the end of December.
All the families wish her well in her
new adventures.
Nia Sexton

U14S THUNDER
It’s finals day, the sun was shining,
and the humidity and temperature
were low. A perfect day to face our
toughest rivals. Thunder came up
against the confident Hong Kong
Cricket Club Cranes team who were
the only team to have beaten us this
campaign! Team Thunder was up for
the challenge though and they fought
hard throughout. There was flowing
teamwork, interceptions and solid
shooting which resulted in a close first
half and had the Cricket Club team
slightly worried!
The second two quarters were a
tougher fight, but the team never
gave up, they never let their heads
drop and fought until the end. There
was a lot of belief in themselves, and
they came away with a well-deserved
silver medal and a much more

realistic score than the previous game
against the Cranes. Thunder showed
great progress over these games, and it
will be great to see them in action after
the break.
With there being very close friends
between the two sides, it was fantastic
to see a tense final game being played
in such good spirit.
Dawn McGrain
JANUARY 2022
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U16S STORM
The Storm girls brought their A game
on Saturday in the final against HKCC
Swifts. An absolute nail-biter. The
Cricket Club girls can never be underestimated, and this game was no
exception. Tensions were high in the
lead up to the game as the girls were
missing 2 of their key players, Alana
and Beca out with injury, leaving
them with a depleted team and only
1 sub. Coach Kath got them started
on court with a winning attitude. Each
team scored off the centre passes
initially then a few intercepts rattled
them. A stern talking-to at quarter
time improved their focus. The pace
was frenetic, but the girls worked
together in both offence and defence,
moving the ball down the court

beautifully and working around the goal
circle with the necessary precision. Each
and every one of the girls contributed
to the brilliance – Bridie and Ruby,
so disruptive in goal circle defence,
going for every rebound and loose ball.
Sienna, Elsie, Sara and Lily, great
in the centre court, working together
with strong, accurate passes to get
the ball down to our shooters. Each of
our shooters, Iris, Katie and Lily, had
their eye in and didn’t miss a shot. This
final was a superb game to watch, a
wonderful example of what this great
team of girls is capable of and their
ability to perform under pressure. They
should feel proud of this win, 23–22, in
the last 60 seconds. A huge thank you
to our wonderful coach, Kath Ellis, for
your mentorship and expert guidance.
The girls will enjoy a break over
Christmas to recharge and recover from
injury for the spring season. Fingers
crossed we’ll get
Jules back also
as she continues
her recovery from
ACL surgery. Well
done again Storm!

U16S RED RAIN
Red Rain were battling for a 3rd place
in their pool, facing Valley Tigers who
they hadn’t played during the league,
so wasn’t sure of their capabilities.
The girls had fought hard to get
to this position today, each week
playing with either no subs, borrowing
players and even playing with just 6
players! We started out comfortably
getting goals on the scoresheet in
the 1st quarter, and Valley came back
stronger during the 2nd quarter, this
giving a very even match in the last 2
quarters. The girls didn’t give up and
managed a great win 24-20. Thank
you to our lovely coaches Alfreda
and Heather, and we look forward
to the Spring season in January. Well
done Red Rain!
Karen Beattie

Kirsty Hulme

U19S MAVERICKS
4th December: Perfect conditions
greeted players, parents and
friends for the Group A Final of the
HKNA U/19 Juniors between HKFC
Mavericks and HKS Bagpipers.
The Pipers took the first centre pass
and showed they were ready to play,
with some sharp ball handling and
quick movement into attack. But it
was the Mavericks who scored first,
after some hustle through the middle
to set up a drive to the net for the
opening score. It turns out that our
often-slow starting Mavs were also
ready to play, as they piled on six
more goals before Scottish opened
their account. By the end of the first
quarter, it was Mavs 10, Pipers 2.
In a game worthy of a final, and some
spirited Piper defence, Maverick
girls stuck to the game plan with fast
movement and strong drives into the
30
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scoring zone.
Half time saw
the scoreline at
17 to 5. Special
mention for all
our midfield
players, and Ellen in particular, for
their impressive transference of the ball
into the scoring zone. But for some
persistent coverage and great pressure
from Scottish, the Mavs could have
compiled a match winning lead.
Finals can often be surprising, and a
second half response by the Pipers
was on the cards. However, with the
first centre pass, our Mavericks resumed
control and netted the ball from the
first drive, with about 30 seconds on
the clock.
A competitive third quarter that again
featured fast movement through the
middle by the Mavs and that dour

defence for which the opponents are
known saw the scores move on to
28-10.
The final quarter produced the
anticipated goal rush for which this
Maverick group has become known,
and in three bursts, they put on
14 points, while conceding five to
Scottish. The Pipers were honourable
and never stopped trying, but it was a
comprehensive win to our Mavs and
another trophy for the Football Club.
Final score in this Autumn Season
decider: HKFC Mavericks 42 : HKS
Bagpipers 17.
Tom Allen

NETBALL

U19S TWISTERS
I think it’s safe to say that the Twisters
had a few amazing months of netball.
With a completely new team comes
completely new combinations. Our
shooters: Beauella, Hattie, Grace
and Vanessa played to their maximum
potential every game, scoring shots
under moments of massive pressure.
Midcourters: Matilda, Breanna,
Hannah, Jessie and Megan worked
relentlessly on defending and
attacking, chasing down loose balls
and feeding beautiful lobs in the circle.
Finally our defenders: Sara, Maia,
Taylor and sometimes Hattie, kept
the pressure up in the defending third,
sticking man on man, turning over
possession every chance they got.
Our team played tremendously under
the luck we were dealt with, and we
were just a bit unlucky in our final, but
we will come back stronger and win
that final next year. A huge thank you
to coach Shirley for giving all of us the

confidence and support throughout our
games. It’s been a great first few months
of the season ladies! I’m really excited for
what’s to come next year!
Megan Lui

JANUARY 2022
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FAMILY FUN DAY
T

he HKFC ATA Family Fun day was
held on Saturday 27th November
between 11am and 7pm. With
over 100 children and parents coming
together within various Red, Orange,
Green and Yellow ball groups, plenty of
fun was had on and off the court.
The young Red ball players came
together and participated in various
activities, giving parents an opportunity
to see what their children are doing in
their tennis lessons. Fun parent-child
doubles based rallies, target and point
challenges were played, prizes were
won and memories were made.
The DJ NK, bouncy castle and face
painting stations kept the kids active and
entertained while they were off court.
The Orange ball players followed with
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similar activities. A ‘beat the coach’
court saw Coach Dom running side
to side, and a longest rally zone saw
Coach Nathan hitting hundreds of balls
with students and parents.
For the older Juniors, the Green and
Yellow family fun session was organised
as a competition. Doubles round robin
matches were played for parent-child
teams, which saw the competitive side
of some of the parents come out. It
was all in good fun and the enjoyment
on the faces of both parent and child
clearly demonstrated what an amazing
sport tennis is.
A lot of fun had across the afternoon
and the ATA team look forward to
bringing families together on court
again soon.

TENNIS

GREEN BALL
JUNIOR SERIES
TOURNAMENT
The 3rd tournament in the Green ball
series was played on 13th November,
with 16 players competing over 3 courts
in a ‘fast four’ format style tournament.
Each player was placed into the draw
with a guaranteed 4 matches. They
played first to 4 games or up to a 20
minute time period.

Winner
Jamie Wong

Players have previously competed
in this style of tournament and have
improved immensely; with many
improving their final standings, event
after event.

2nd place
Connor McGinley
3rd place
Richie Boyat

Connor McGinley made his first final,
coming up against the red-hot Jaime
Wong. Jaime claimed the title with a
4-1 victory and is looking to start as the
favourite in the upcoming series final.

Sportsmanship Award
Arthur Chen

WINTER LEAGUE
ROUND UP
FINAL STANDING
NIGHT LEAGUE
Men A+

Group 2

5-6

Men A

Group 1

3-8

Men B

Group 2

4 - 10

Men D

Group 2

3-8

Women A+

Group 1

7 - 11

Women A

Group 2

6-8

LADIES DAY LEAGUE
Hustle Queens

Div. 3

6 - 11

Dream Team

Div. 4

5 - 10

A Team

Group 1

4 - 11

B Team

Group 1

7 - 12

C Team*

Group 2

2-8

JUNIOR LEAGUE

* Junior C Team made it through to the Semi-Final Playoff
JANUARY 2022
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TENNIS SOCIETY JUNIOR REPORTER
INTERVIEW WITH
TENNIS SOCIETY CHAIRMAN

JONATHAN
QUACH
For the start of our Tennis Family
Interviews, I decided to interview
the Quach Family! I'm sure most
of you know, but for those that
don't, Jonathan Quach recently
became the Chairman of the
Tennis Society. Jonathan has two
sons, Christian and Hayden, and
all three share the same passion
for tennis. Jonathan plays for the
Men’s B team and Christian and
Hayden for the Junior A and B
team respectively. Let’s find out a
bit more about them.
When did you start playing tennis?
“I think I was 10 or 11 when I started
playing at school.”
What inspired you to play?
“I've always enjoyed playing racquet
sports and loved watching Wimbledon
when I was a kid, so I think that was
what inspired me to play.”
If you could change one thing about
your tennis, what would it be?
“The list is too long! There's a lot of
things I think I need to change, but I

would love to be able to hit a backhand
top spin like Stan Wawrinka or Dominic
Thiem from anywhere on the court.”
What inspired you to become Tennis
Society Chairman?
“Inspired is probably not the word ...
I wanted to give something back to the
Tennis Society and be more involved,
create more awareness and build a
bigger tennis community within the
Club. We have great players, coaches
and one of the best sports facilities in
HK, so we're very blessed to be able to
have access to all that we have.”
Would you like to see your children
become tennis pros?
“Yes, I would love Christian or Hayden to
become tennis pros if they want to!”
Out of everyone in your family, who is
the most interested in tennis?
“Me and close second my boys,
although I think Christian knows a lot
more about what's going on in the big
tournaments than I do.”
What is more stressful: to play a
match or to watch your kids play?
“Definitely more stressful watching my
boys play. I can remember the first
league match Christian played in and

Katie Wildman
Tennis Society Junior Reporter

I was coaching him on the side lines
(which you're not allowed to do), and I
was getting too involved! Subsequently,
a certain Head Coach reminded me
subtly that I'm not allowed to do that or
he has to kick me out!”
What is your favourite grand slam?
Australian Open, Roland Garros,
Wimbledon or US Open?
“Good question! They're all great to
watch but the first slam I went to when
I was still at school was Wimbledon.
My cousin and I managed to get tickets
through the ballot for a match on Centre
Court to watch a ladies singles match
which I think was a Russian tennis player
called Natalia Zvereva and someone
else. The old Centre Court felt so big and
we had seats quite high up, but it didn’t
matter because it was amazing to be
there and watch.”
Who is your favourite current player?
“Ooo ... another tough question ...
Federer is still current right? ”
Finally Djokovic or Medvedev?
“Oooo ... another toughie, but I think
it has to be Djokovic for his mental
toughness! Even when he's two sets
down, he can still pull back and win, a
true champion!”
JANUARY 2022
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Katie Wildman
Tennis Society Junior Reporter

SUIT & TIE THING

O

n Saturday 20th November, the
HKFC Tennis Society hosted
a sold-out Black Tie Event in
the Happy Valley Suites of the Club.
Organised by Michelle Page, 120
adults and junior guests attended the
fabulous party and successfully raised
money for the charity - Youth Diabetes
Action. We all enjoyed the photo booth,
great music with DJ Alca, a raffle
and prizes, all the while appreciating
a delicious 3-course dinner. It was
wonderful seeing everyone following the
formal dress code, a nice change from
our usual sweaty tennis clothes!
The highlight of the evening was
definitely the photo booth! The event
started at 7pm with a champagne
reception and everyone was gathering
around the photo booth, taking great
photos. Throughout the night, there
were loads of chances to win prizes.
First off, the mini chandelier lamps on
the table were randomly given out to
a person on each table to take home
- a great way to start the evening. A
game of ‘Heads and Tails’ was next; it
was great to see everyone in the room
having fun and getting involved. Jason
Wildman was the first lucky winner on
the night.
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We had 5 lovely young girls selling raffle
tickets, and people didn't hold back in
their hope of winning prizes ranging from
Afternoon Tea, Buffet Lunch and private
tennis lessons to a tennis racquet.
Funnily enough, ATA Coach Matt won
a private lesson with ATA Coach Dom!
A big thank you to the Tennis Society,
HKFC F&B Department and Australian
Tennis Aces for the prize donations.
Youth Diabetes Action charity delivered
a truly touching speech about their
background and purpose, and $17,320
was raised on the night!

MOST IMPROVED PLAYERS
Men’s Player
Mario Riccio
Women’s Player
Isabella Tang
Junior Player
Jason Wildman

TENNIS
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CHRISTMAS
CRACKER
Shek O Golf Club
Friday, 26th November 2021

With the exclusive Shek O Golf
Club celebrating its Centenary in
2021, along with the rather limited
opportunities for our Society’s
members to play golf during the
Covid period, the Committee
approved Jonny Brock’s original
idea of investigating if we could
hold our own golf day at Shek O,
even though they demand rather
a large sum of money for this,
especially if the event is not a
charitable one. But as our Society
is in robust financial health at
present, thanks to the sponsorship
secured by the Committee - most
notably down to the hard ‘work’ of
Phil Head, Heather Deayton and
Chris Meecham - it was agreed
that a large subsidy could be
afforded to make the cost more
reasonable for our members.

H

owever, this was still one of our
pricier outings even after granting
a half-price green fee of $1,100
per head, which, in itself, was half as
much again as joining the Society for the
whole of 2021 and is less than half of
what it will cost to join HKFC GS in 2022
- sign up now if you haven’t already!
Hence, we were rather nervous about
the level of interest. As it turned out
though, almost as soon as the event
was advertised, our booking computer
beeped off its mountings and we had
nearly 90 applications for the maximum
of 72 places, in comparison to our
normal quota of only 24 golfers at KSC.
Concern then moved from a possible
lack of interest, to “How can we get
so many players around a very tight
golf course without someone getting
whacked by a golf ball?”. As a result,
quite a few emails had to be sent in
advance, with advice to get insured,
especially prominent.
After much planning, we were finally

ready for the off, but first we had to all
get down there, with such a large field
requiring two buses. After Chairman
Phil’s warm-up routine of morning beers
on the bigger bus was pre-advertised,
all but three chose to squeeze aboard
the larger option. As a result, we
managed to get everyone there not only
in good time, but also already wellsteeped in the festive spirit and eager to
devour the excellent sandwich starter,
along with more beers from the kegs,
whose taps had been opened early.
VERANDAH
For many, this was their first visit to
Shek O as it is undoubtedly Hong Kong’s
most exclusive golf club, with no access
unless invited by one of the 300 or so
members. We were also blessed with
a lovely November day with pleasant
temperatures, low humidity and crystal
blue skies, so everyone could enjoy
their pre-round refreshments along
with the spectacular vista from the
clubhouse verandah.
Having the course to ourselves meant
that we could tee-off at a very civilised
1pm using the “shotgun” format, where
every fourball is assigned to one of
the 18 holes, and then at the signal
(sadly no shotguns anymore, but a
very loud hooter instead), all players
start simultaneously. Santa hats were
distributed, along with the pre-printed
scorecards, that our handicap secretary,
JP Cuvelier, had spent the prior couple
of days preparing by hand.
CHRISTMAS TALES
Most players had read the briefing notes
and came dressed in seasonal colours.
Although one player excelled himself,
pushing the boundaries of local dress
code to the limit, not merely appearing
to all mankind as the Messiah, but then
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With the scores totted up and the
alcohol in full flow, it came to the prizegiving. First up, several fines had to be
handed out and Tequila shots distributed
accordingly to those who, despite
claiming to be adult golfers, and not
requesting any senior rates for dementia,
proved incapable of filling out their
booking forms and/or making their minds
up as to what they wanted for the day.

also teeing off in full kit too!
John Thompson later proved his own
miraculous golfing ability by driving into
the river that ran across the 14th, with a
full-blooded splash, only to find that his
ball had somehow ‘walked across the
water’ to find itself sitting prettily upon a
mount on the other side.
No more tales of Biblical proportions
unfolded throughout the day. However,
as this was primarily a social event, the
main prizes on offer were for the Yellow
Ball team competition, with each fourball
handed a yellow ball, which they have
to hit in turn for one hole in rotation,
before passing it on to one of their
team members, recording the score
of that golfer, and then totting them all
up at the end for the team tally, should
they manage not to lose it. Whilst this
is one of the most fun and fair team
variations in golf, it also puts increasing
pressure on the person hitting the yellow
ball not to lose it, which escalates the
further into the round the team gets.
Several tales of people crumbling under
the pressure at various stages in their
rounds were regaled back in the bar, the
results of which are described later.

This narrow view down the 16th and up the 15th
shows just one of the many challenges that face
those trying to avoid the calamity of not losing
their ball as well as not hitting anyone else
playing the same fairway on different holes.

The ‘winners’ here were:
The only one of 90 aspirants who provided
his wrong email
- Gordon Marsden;
late demands for the bus,
after warm-up beers had been announced
- Will Glover, Ryan Black,
Niall Rowark and Henry Lai;
multiple, late friend requests
- Ryan Black;
most requests to be someone’s pal
- Andrew Yates;
with the fines going to those who’d asked
to play with him
- Paul Aherne, Will Glover and Chris Mihatov;
F&B option changes
- Matty Burke, Paul Aherne,
Robin Zavou, Thomas Yiu,
Henry Lai and Gillem Tulloch;

With everyone safely back, all nine flags
for the hole prizes were successfully picked up
bar one, which was for the Longest Putt on
hole 13, which also happens to be
the furthest from the clubhouse! As a result,
the ever-honourable, Jimmy Mac, volunteered
to trudge out to the furthest corner yet again,
only to return empty-handed and discover that
his skipper, Matty Burke, had ‘found it’ in his bag.
Nevertheless, the duo still remained bound at the hip.

caddy request changes
- Niall Rowark, Dennis Hui, JP Cuvelier
and Catherine Sen
(whose fine was sunk by her hubby, Arnab,
as he had only encouraged her booking to
avoid carrying two bags himself);
and finally, for the most requests for changes
and general mollycoddling throughout
- Mr Thomas Yiu.

The shotgun format also meant that
everyone finished at about the same
time, with the extra administrative
pressure of ensuring that only the fittest
were assigned to the holes further from
the clubhouse. This is tougher than
usual at Shek O as there are no carts
permitted and even trolleys are not
allowed, so bags need to be carried or
caddies booked. Ah, the good old days!
Despite our worst fears, everyone
managed to dodge the hail of golf
balls crisscrossing the closely packed
fairways to arrive somewhat weary but
happily back at the beautiful clubhouse
just as the sun began to set on our
golfing efforts and the staff prepared for
our F&B exertions to come.

Meanwhile, our scoring team of master calculator, JP, assisted by Jonny, laboured manfully to
process the 90 score cards created by the 72 players along with their 18 Yellow Balls. During
their calculations, the other 70 did their best to rehydrate at the bar before heading off to the back
lawn to enjoy a plentiful and sumptuous BBQ buffet, including a wonderful, spit-roast lamb, which,
considering Shek O’s manager, Paul ‘Chef’ Brown, used to run his own restaurant, was not only
delicious but truly abundant. The lamb, however, was devoured almost as quickly as the spots
available for the event.
JANUARY 2022
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THE BEST GOLFERS
As for the more ‘traditional’ prizes, the
winner of the Individual Stableford was
Niall Rowark on countback from Chris
Burley, who both scored a very solid
41 points, ahead of JP who took the
third place with 40. Best Gross went to
Ryan Black on countback from Jonny,
who both scored 75, as did 3 others
- Matt Keefe, JP and Chris Burley.
Considering this is 10 over par, it shows
that Shek O, although being short,
is certainly not a course to be trifled
with (although their puddings were
truly delicious!)
The hole prize for the longest putt went
to Joe Jenkinson, whilst the nearestthe-pins went to Will Glover, Matt Keefe,
Chris Burley, Anthony Ford, Jonny Brock,
Elsa Lee and Aiteina Mitchell, who
took two of them, both on the front
9, perhaps not surprisingly as he only
scored 4 pts on the back nine, which
just highlights both the highs and lows
that golf can bring in the very same day.
THE BEST DRESSER
With the warm-up out of the way, we
could now move on to the ‘serious’
prizes - Best Dressed went, without
a doubt, to our very own ‘Messiah’,
Colin Lunn, ably supported by his
radiantly coloured ‘Disciples’ of David
Lindsay (shiniest shirt), Aiteina and
Barry Mitchell (brightest jumpers).
They narrowly pipped the fourball or
husbands, who had tied themselves
up, knowing they were following in
their beloved’s footsteps, with their
wives ahead, taking the ladies’ prize
for leading them on, dressed in their
own resplendence.
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Finally, we arrived well-lubricated and
eager to know who had won the main
prize of the day, the Yellow Ball team
competition. As it turned out, just
two of our eighteen fourball teams
had managed to get their ball all the
way round Shek O’s tight 18 holes,
with several teams truly ‘excelling’
themselves in their efforts - the three

teams skippered by Ryan Black, Henry
Lai and JP losing theirs on the 3rd
hole, Matty Burke’s quartet lost theirs
on their 2nd; but no one could surpass
Simon Hague’s foursome, who lost
their ball on their very 1st hole! As a
result, we felt compelled to award more
Tequila shots to those individuals who
had lost their team’s ball. However,
their names will remain anonymous, as
no doubt the trauma will remain with
them for a while to come. However, their
faces might be discernible in the group
photo below!
With the fines and prize-giving concluded
for the day, we still had plenty of time
to enjoy a lot more lubrication on the
wonderful back lawn whilst reflecting on
the day’s magnificent proceedings.
Other than overseas tours in decades
gone by, this was by far the biggest
operation mounted by the HKFC Golf
Society. For this, thanks go to all those
who participated, Jonny for his tireless
organizational efforts, various committee
members for their additional support,
our sponsors for making it financially
possible, and of course to the staff
and members of Shek O who allowed
us to use their beautiful course and to
look after us so royally. We hope to be
allowed back in 2022, once the divots
have settled and our brains and livers
had time to recover as well.

GOLF

GOLF
OUTING
Kau Sai Chau South Course
Tuesday, 16th November 2021

A

Andy Wood playing his second
from well behind the ladies tee!
Remarkably walked away with a
fighting par from there

Thomas Yiu showing
good balance

A happy looking Steve Knight
with second prize

Our winner Craig Tuckerman

utumn is always a good season
to play golf, and the weather was
perfect today with 28 degrees
and some gentle breeze. As our flight
had been cancelled on the last occasion
due to the compulsory Covid Test, we
gave priority to the players scheduled
for the last event. When we arrived at
KSC, we could see significant damage
to the fairways thanks to the huge
number of wild boars allowed to tear up
the course. Hopefully the government’s
new “shoot to kill policy” on wild boar
will extend to Kau Sai Chau soon! On
the bright side, the greens were in very
good condition, and you can always
take free relief from the boar damage.
The first to tee off were Jonny Brock,
Dallas Reid, Andrew Wood and Tom
McColl. Actually, it’s been a long time
since we last saw Dallas as he has been
imprisoned in South Africa for the past
21 months by Covid restrictions with
nothing to do but play golf, eat steak
and drink wine. Another bout of similar
punishment should see him joining
the senior PGA tour (or developing
cirrhosis)! Dallas actually had a pretty
solid round with 7 pars and 4 birdies,
rather marred by a 9 on the opening
hole thanks to the range being closed,
so no warm-up was possible.

Nice lag from Steve Lee

NEAREST TO THE PIN

LONGEST DRIVE

Hole 2

Tom McColl

Hole 17

Men

Tom McColl

Hole 5

Tom McColl

Hole 17

Ladies

Elizabeth Dendle

Hole 11

Adrian Martin

Hole 16

Robin Zavou

Tom McColl flexed his considerable
muscles and when his driver did come
out of the bag, pounded the ball miles,
easily winning the long drive and
reducing the reasonably long 18th to a
drive and a 70-yard wedge shot.

2 SHOTS NEAREST
TO THE PIN

1st place

Craig Tuckerman

35 points

2nd place

Steve Knight

34 points

As for me, I was driving solidly but
struggled to make decent contact with
my irons off the rather poor and pigbattered fairways. The lies were thin
and muddy requiring perfect contact
on ball first. This made chipping around
the green particularly difficult, but as
ever the conditions were the same for
everyone.

Hole 7

3rd place

Ted Li

33 points

Happy Golfing

BEST GROSS
Dallas Reid 81

Ted Li

Ted Li
JANUARY 2022
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TENPIN BOWLING
VS LAWN BOWLS
A

s you are probably aware, there are two sports in
HKFC which are related to “BOWLING” – one is Lawn
Bowls and the other is Bowling (or more specifically,
Tenpin Bowling). Each of these two sports has its own game
rules, bowling equipment, bowling skills, and inter-club league
games. The Lawn Bowls Section is one of the bigger and older
sporting groups at HKFC, while the Bowling Interest Group is
relatively young within HKFC.

On the first of December, we organised a Tenpin Bowling
social game with some of the Lawn Bowls Section members.
It was a joyful night with lots of laughter and everyone
enjoyed the game. During the game, there was also
discussion about the different skills in the two “Bowling”
sports, and how the proficiency in one sport can benefit
or improve the bowling skills in the other. Although the
skills in the two sports are very different, we still witnessed
Eddie Loke, a Lawn Bowls Section member, bowling
the highest game of 190 in the social game. Luckily, the
highest overall score was achieved by the Bowling Interest
Group, in which our Emy Clarke scored 502 for the 3
games. Congratulations to the event’s winning team Emy
Clarke, Tracy Tam and Esmond Lee. Emy and Tracy are
from the Bowling Interest Group and Esmond is from the
Lawn Bowls Section.
Sportsmen with good sports sense can always pick up new
sports easily. Of course, if one wants to be promoted to
advance or professional level, regular and frequent practices
are unavoidable. Our Bowling Interest Group will organise
more social games in the future to promote this sport.

In addition, our Bowling Interest Group was invited to
participate in the 2021 President Cup Tenpin Bowling
Championships – Inter-club Invitational Cup at SCAA on
20th November. HKFC was represented by Emy Clarke,
Tracy Tam and Adrian Li. It was a great opportunity for
the team to play among the top players.
Please feel free to join us at our regular practice nights
every Thursday from 7pm to 10pm.
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BADMINTON

SPORTS PREFERRED AND
JUNIOR ASSOCIATE MEMBERS REPORT

DISTRICT
BADMINTON
COMPETITION 2021
SHAM SHUI PO DISTRICT
AGE GROUP BADMINTON
COMPETITION 2021
(YOUTH SINGLES)

ISLAND DISTRICT
AGE GROUP BADMINTON
COMPETITION 2021
(OPEN MIXED AND YOUTH SINGLES)

KWUN TONG DISTRICT
AGE GROUP BADMINTON
COMPETITION 2021
(YOUTH SINGLES)

Coraline Lo, our JAM and national junior
player, won double champions.
Perry Miu, our latest junior performance
player, won the championship. His age
group is among one of the most
competitive groups this year.

ALL HONG KONG SCHOOLS
JING YING TOURNAMENT 2021

Thomas Lee, our JAM, also excelled
himself to win the first runner-up.

UPCOMING CALENDAR
HKBA Doubles Leagues and
HKFC Challenge Series
January

Kenneth Chau, our JAM, achieved a
4th place.

Coraline was also decorated with a 4th
place in the All Hong Kong Schools Jing
Ying Tournament 2021. This is only her
second year qualifying at secondary
school level.

HKFC Junior Tournament 2022
April

JANUARY 2022
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FITNESS CENTRE

EXERCISE OF THE MONTH

WOMEN’S FITNESS

ROMAN
CHAIR
LEG RAISE
BY COACH JUNE
BENEFITS
It assists toning and increasing
the strength of the abdominal
muscles.
It effectively improves your grip
and upper body strength also.

1

1

Position yourself onto the upright
Roman Chair with the help of the
foot support. Keep your torso
straight, lower back against the
backrest, and rest your forearms
on the arm pads (elbows at 90
degrees)

2

Begin flexing your hips, lift your feet
away from the foot support and
keep your legs straight.

3

While continue flexing your hips,
for maximum contraction, curl up
your knees and lift it above your hip
joint to the right side and hold this
position for 1 second.

4

Slowly bring down your knees and
repeat step #3 to the left side.

Repeat the above steps 15 - 20 reps
per set. 3 sets are recommended.

While the easier variation
involves flexing the hips and
bringing up your knees,
the difficulty of the exercise
increases when your legs
are extended.
2

3

4
JANUARY 2022
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FOOD & BEVERAGE

HIGHLIGHTS IN JANUARY

In the Restaurant
FROM TUESDAY, 4TH JANUARY
Cozy up with Casserole
The Year of the Tiger
Known for their firely passion, sense of adventure and fearlessness. The Tiger
is the symbol of power in Chinese culture. The Food and Beverage team have
planned for a list of offerings to celebrate this important date in Chinese culture.

When it's cold outside, we tend to
crave warm, comforting, satisfying
meals that will help push away those
winter blues.

The Annual Lion Dance performance will be held on Sunday, 6th February 2022
together with the Sunday Brunch at the Happy Valley Suites.

What better way to give ourselves
plenty of energy than through delicious and nutritious casseroles?

In the Coffee Shop

In the Chairman’s Bar

FROM FRIDAY, 7TH JANUARY
“Neo China” Themed Buffet Dinner
A new, fresh adaptation of classic
Chinese ingredients into a fusion of
creative dishes for you to experience.
Friday and Saturday only, throughout
the months of January and February.
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In the Sportsman’s Bar
FROM FRIDAY, 7TH JANUARY
The Curry Station
A stellar line up of dramatic dishes,
at our pop-up cooking station at the
front patio every Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday evening throughout the
month of January.

FROM MONDAY, 3RD JANUARY
Magnificent Mangalica Pork
These curly haired Hungarians produce
the highest quality of pork in the world,
the undisputed “wagyu” of pork.
Available throughout the month of
January at the Chairman’s Bar.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MONTH

PREVIEW
IN FEBRUARY

T: 2830 9562
E: restaurant@hkfc.com

WINE EVENTS
In the Restaurant

T: 2830 9569
E: coffeeshop@hkfc.com

FRIDAY, 28TH JANUARY
Rothschild Around the World
In the Happy Valley Suites
THURSDAY, 13TH JANUARY

This Valentine’s Day: Love is All Around

Cheese Scene and Wine Masterclass

Enjoy a romantic dinner at the Restaurant,
get some pink bubbles in our Monthly
Wine Fair, or spend your afternoon at the
Chairman’s Bar with our pinky set tea and
your beloved one.

In the Lockhart Room
SATURDAY, 29TH JANUARY
SUNDAY, 30TH JANUARY
Chinese New Year Goodies
and Wine Fair

T: 2830 9531
E: sportsmans@hkfc.com

WINE EVENTS
In the Restaurant
FRIDAY, 18TH FEBRUARY

T: 2830 9559
E: bar@hkfc.com

Pink and Rosé Wine Dinner
THURSDAY, 24TH FEBRUARY
Sweet Sweeties: Dessert Wine with
Dessert Tasting
In the Coffee Shop
Monthly Special: Korean Ginseng Chicken
		
Soup and Bibimbap
Takeaway: Daily Roast
Beverage: In Love with Ginger
In the Sportsman’s Bar

In the Lockhart Room
SATURDAY, 19TH FEBRUARY
SUNDAY, 20TH FEBRUARY
Monthly Wine Fair
In the Coffee Shop

Daily Special: Comfort Food
Beverage: New Draft Beer and
Draft New Year’s Resolutions

Buffet Theme: Neo China
Monthly Special: Chinese Style Lamb Stew
Hot Pot
Takeaway: Chinese New Year Set Menu

In the Chairman’s Bar

In the Restaurant

Set Tea: Winter Theme
Beverage: Sherry and Port

T: 2837 2622
E: bar@hkfc.com

T: 2837 2663
E: bar@hkfc.com

Seafood Treasures
In the Sportsman’s Bar
Caribbean and Jamaican BBQ
Daily Special: One Pot Roast
Beverage: Local Craft Beer

T: 2830 9531
E: coffeeshop@hkfc.com

In the Chairman’s Bar

Sandwich-tore and Strawberry Panna Cotta

King’s Menu: King Salmon and King’s Pie
Set Tea: Pretty in Pink
Beverage: Pink Bubbles

In the Family Lounge

In the Captain’s Bar

Kimbap
Beverage: Willies’s Chocolate Drinks

Chinese Burgers

In the Captain’s Bar

In the Family Lounge
In the Kiosk
Chinese New Year Goodies

T: 2837 2678
E: kiosk@hkfc.com

T: 2830 9513
E: catering@hkfc.com

Okonomiyaki
Strawberry Tart
JANUARY 2022
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LIBRARY

Quo Vadis, Aida?

BOOKS AND
MOVIES
NEW BLU-RAYS
NEW BOOKS
Skipping Stones

Broken
Jenny Lawson
Win
Harlan Coben
The Last One Home
Victoria Helen Stone
My Husband's Girlfriend
Sheryl Browne

Quo Vadis, Aida?
Jasna Djuricic, Izudin Bajrovic
Nine Days
Winston Duke, Brandy Pitcher

NEW DVD'S
Skipping Stones
Nathaniel Ansbach, Gabrielle Kalomiris
Help
Emily Redpath, Sarah Alexandra Marks

Escape from Mogadishu
Kim Yoon-seok, In-Sung Jo
The Eyes of Tammy Faye
Jessica Chastain, Andrew Garfield

Life In Color
Josh McDermitt, Katharine Emmer
Minamata
Akiko Iwase, Kogarashi Wakasugi

Escape from Mogadishu
Minamata

Life In Color
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Nine Days

